Calculation Progression

Calculation Progression

Route way through Addition

1 Digit+ 1 Digit Numbers.

1 Digit+ 1 Digit Numbers.

2 Digit + 1 Digit Numbers (Not bridging the Ten).

2 Digit + 1 Digit Numbers (Not bridging the Ten).

2 Digit+ 1 Digit Numbers Bridging the Ten.

2 Digit+ 1 Digit Numbers Bridging the Ten.

Year 1
Early Stages of Addition
 Counting practically with objects (1 Digit +1 Digit)

Counting Bears, Numicon Pegs, Cubes, Dienes and Cuisenaire.
Counting two groups of objects to find the total.

Addition with Numicon
 1 Digit + 1 Digit Counting both pieces of Numicon to find the total. Start

by counting both in ones and then extend to counting from the biggest
number.
Extend to counting on from largest piece of Numicon (hold it in their head).

Extend to 2 digit+ 1 Digit

Addition by Counting On (from the first number)

Year 2
Addition by Counting On
 Number Line Method Start from the biggest number and count on.

Extend to 2 Digit+ 1 Digit
 Hundred Square Start by adding two single digit numbers and

extend to two digit numbers. When adding two digit numbers move down a
row for each 10 being added and move across right for the number of ones
being added eg. 23+16 start on 23 and go straight down 2 rows and right 3
squares.

Partitioning Method to Add
 2 Digit + 2 Digit Start by not bridging the ten with the ones and then

extend to bridging). Ensure children link up the tens and ones at the end.
Not Bridging the Tens

Bridging the Tens

 Number Line Method Start from the biggest number and count on.

Extend to 2 Digit+ 1 Digit
 Three Digit Numbers
 Hundred Square Find the biggest number and count on by moving to the

3 Digit + 2 Digit

3 Digit + 3 Digit

right. Start by not bridging the ten e.g. 5+3= 8 and extend to bridging the
ten and moving down on the hundred square.

When children are confident with these methods and have a secure
understanding of place value, it may be appropriate to introduce the formal
written methods (KS2 route way).
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Calculation Progression

Route way through Subtraction

1 Digit– 1 Digit (smaller second number)

1 Digit-1 Digit

2 Digit (10-30) - 1 Digit

2 Digit-1 Digit( not bridging the ten) 2 Digit– 1 Digit (bridging the ten).

Year 1

Revision of Year One Methods and Extending to Larger Numbers

Early Stages of Subtraction
 Subtracting practically with objects

Year 2

(1 Digit -1 Digit)

Counting Bears, Numicon Pegs, Cubes, Dienes.

Subtracting on a Number Line
 Counting back from the first (biggest) number

Subtracting on a Hundred Square
Subtraction with Numicon
 Finding the Difference

Select the first number (biggest number) and select the smaller number using
Numicon tiles. Lay the smaller number tiles over the top of the bigger number
tiles and count the difference. E.g. 7-4=

Subtracting on a Number Line

 1 Digit – 1 Digit
 2 Digit – 1 Digit (not bridging the ten)
 2 Digit - 1 Digit (bridging the ten)
 2 Digit-2 Digit

Not Bridging the Tens
E.g.27-5=26

Bridging the Tens
E.g.23-7=16

 Counting back from the first (biggest) number.

E.g. 7-4=

Blank Number Line Method
 Counting on to find the difference (2 Digit - 2 Digit)

Start at the smallest number, and count on to the next multiple of 10. Jump in

Subtracting on a Hundred Square (Above Age Related)
 Counting back from the biggest number (not bridging the ten).

tens until you reach the multiple of ten before the target number. Count on in
ones. Add the jumps by creating an adding number sentence, starting with the
largest jump.

When children are confident with these methods and have a secure
understanding of place value, it may be appropriate to introduce the formal
written methods (KS2 route way).
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Route way through Multiplication

Autumn Term– Simple multiplication facts to and including 10 (2x table to 10)

Autumn Term– 2 and 10 x tables

Spring Term– Simple multiplication facts to and including 20 (2x table to 20)

Spring Term- 2, 10 and 5x tables

Summer Term– Simple multiplication facts 2x and 10x table (Using and applying)

Summer Term– 2, 5, 10 and 3 x tables

Year 1

Year 2

Counting in Equal Steps

Multiplication as Arrays

 Counting groups of concrete objects Socks, cubes, counting bears/frogs

and children.

 Draw an array (rather than use practical objects)

Children draw a ‘Maths Table’ and then draw in the dots to form the array.
Highlight that it can be done in any order as multiplication is commutative. (Turn
it around to notice this).

Extend to counting the Numicon Tiles.

E.g. 4x2=8

Multiplication as Arrays
E.g. 2x3=6 Children make 2 groups of 3 practical objects and arrange in an array.

Jumps on a Number Line

Highlight that it can be done in any order as multiplication is commutative. (Turn

 Repeated Addition

it around to notice this).
2x3=6

Children start at 0 on number line and jump in equal steps.

3x2=6

E.g. 5x3=15. From 0, 3 jumps of 5.

Multiplication with Numicon
 Numicon for Repeated addition

 Extend to a blank number line.

E.g. 2+2+2=6 is the same as 3x2=6
 Simple Multiplication Facts to 20 (2x table). Children solve by counting

sets of Numicon tiles
E,g. 3x2=6

+
2

+
2

=
2

6

Partitioning Method (only works for 2 digit calculations)
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Route way through Division

Calculation Progression

Autumn Term– Recognising sharing using physical objects.

Autumn Term– division facts for 2 and 10 times table

Spring Term– Know halves for numbers up to 10.

Spring Term- division facts for 2, 5 and 10 times table

Summer Term- Know halves for numbers up to 10 and 20.

Summer Term– division facts for 2, 5, 10 and 3 times table

Year 1
Division as Fractions (Early stages of Division).
 Halving practically with shapes and objects

E.g. Cakes and biscuits.
 Show children that half is written as 1/2

Division as Sharing
 Share out objects (practically)

E.g. 6÷2= 3 Children would get 6 objects and share it into 2 hoops .
 Extend to children drawing the hoops and dots

Read the number sentence, look at the second number (divisor) to know how many
hoops to draw and then share the first number (dividend) between the hoops.

Year 2
Division with Cuisenaire and Numicon Rods
 How many __s fit in ___

E.g. 15÷3=5 Children select the 3 Cuisenaire pieces and put them in to the
Numicon rod until they reach 15. Count the amount of Cuisenaire pieces to find
the answer.

Division using a Number Line
 How many __s fit in ___

Children start at 0 on number line and jump in equal steps of the divisor until they
land on the dividend (number being divided). Count number of jumps.
E.g. 15÷3=5. From 0, jump in steps of 3 until landing on 15. Count the number of
jumps.

Division as Grouping
 Group sets of objects (practically)

E.g. 12÷3=4 Children would get 12 objects and make groups of 3. How many
groups have been made?

Division with Numicon
 How many __s fit in ___

E.g. 14÷2=7
Children start by making the first number with Numicon (14=a ten tile and a
four tile). Children count how many 2 tiles they can fit onto the Numicon 14.

 Blank number line

Division as Arrays
Draw an array Children draw a ‘Maths Table’ . They write the number they

are dividing by (divisor) in the left column . They count to the biggest number
(dividend), putting that number of dots into columns Count the number of
coloumns by drawing around them (grouping them).
E.g. 6÷2=3.

Division with Remainders
All above methods should also be used in a similar way when solving calculations
with remainders. The arrays method is particularly effective at highlighting this.

Addition



Subtraction

Route way through Mental Methods
Key Vocabulary

Key Vocabulary

Add, more, plus, total, altogether, makes, increase, addition

Subtract, less, least, fewer, smaller, take away, leaves, difference

Year 1

Year 1

Counting in 2s, 5s and 10s. Counting in steps of 2 from 1 (odd

 Counting back in 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s (extend to counting back from any

numbers).

given number)



Extend to counting from any given number (higher 2 digit number).

 Subtracting by counting back in ones on fingers.



Counting on using fingers from the biggest number.

 Using addition facts to solve subtraction calculations e.g. 10-7=3.



Using known facts (number bonds and doubles) to support with mental

 When subtracting near multiples of 10 e.g. 9, children take away 10 and

addition. E.g. 7+3=10 Use this to support with two digit numbers E.g.

then add 1.

17+3=20.


Partitioning numbers into their addition patterns e.g. 6+5=11 Children
understand that 6=5+1 so group together the two fives and add the 1.



When adding near multiples of 10 (E.g. 9), children add 10 and then
take away 1.

Year 2

Year 2
 Counting in 2s, 5s, 10s, 4s and 3s (extend to counting from any given



given number).

number).
 Using known facts (number bonds and doubles) to support with mental





Count up from a smaller number to a larger number to find the
difference (using addition to support subtraction).

finding a bond to 10.
 Partition additions into tens and ones and then recombine.

Using know facts (number bonds) to support with mental subtraction
E.g. 100-70=30.

addition. E.g. 70+30=100 (linked to number bonds to 10).
 Add three small numbers by putting the largest number first and/or

Counting back in 2s, 5s, 10s, 4s and 3s (end to counting back from any



Partitioning subtractions into tens and ones, knowing to keep the first
number whole as it is not commutative.

Multiplication

Division

Route way through Mental Methods
Key Vocabulary

Key Vocabulary

Multiply, times, lots of, groups of, equal groups of, grouping, array, row,

Pair, half, halve, quarter, groups of, share, divide, multiple, inverse,

column

left over, remainder, divisor

Year 1

Year 1

Multiplication should be taught practically in Year One, using

Division should be taught practically in Year One, using concrete

concrete objects to support. Emphasis to be placed on secure

objects to support. Emphasis to be placed on secure counting in

counting in 2s, 5s and 10s from different numbers (see written

2s, 5s and 10s from different numbers (see written route way).

route way).
 Counting in 2s, 5s and 10s (repeated addition).
 Known Facts– Doubles to 10. Chanting, songs, quick fire questions,

games.

 Counting in 2s, 5s and 10s (repeated addition). To find out how many fit

into a given number.
 Known Facts – halves to 10. Use knowledge of doubles to support eg.

half of 12, what do we double to get 12? Chanting, songs, quick fire
questions and games.

Year 2

Year 2
 Counting in 2s, 5s, 10s, 4s and 3s (repeated addition).

 Using knowledge of times tables e.g. counting up etc.

 Repeated Addition- Complete Multiplication as repeated addition by

 Children use knowledge of multiplication facts to support division e.g.

counting in equal steps (without practical objects).
 Times tables and counting up on fingers.
 Rapid recall of times tables 2s, 5s, 10s, 4s and 3s (up to 12x).

Chanting, times table songs, quick fire questions and games.

how many 5s in 45? Children count on in steps of 5 on fingers until
they reach 45 . How many fingers are they showing?

 Children learn from memory certain halving facts e.g. half of 50, 30

etc.

